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Abstract: Exact identification of exon fragments in a 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence is a critical task in the 

field of genomics. This is a crucial part in finding health 

disorders and design drugs. Exons are the infoessentialin coding 

of proteins in DNA. HenceforwardfindingsuchDNA 

sectionsremains important part of genomics. In DNA 

arrangement, nucleotides form the key elementary units. Three 

base periodicity (TBP) is a basic property displayed by only exon 

fragments, and is not shown in other DNA sections that could 

beforecastedeasily with techniques of signal processing. 

Frommanymethods, adaptive methodswerefavorablebecause of 

theircompetencein altering weight coefficients depending on gene 

sequence. Hence, an adaptive exon predictor (AEP) is 

proposedwithMaximum Modified Normalized Least Mean 

Square (MMNLMS) algorithm. TheAEP derived using 

MMNLMS is combined with its sign versions to decrease 

complexity in computations. Also, this was clear thatModified 

Normalized Sign Regressor LMS (MMNSRLMS) based AEPwas 

more effective in exon identification applications 

withmetricsalikeSpecificity, Sensitivity, and Precision. Thus, 

computational complexity is greatly minimized, and AEPs 

proposedweresuitablefor use in nano devices. Lastly exon 

findingcapabilitywithdiverse AEPs stands verified with DNA 

datasets from National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) gene databank. 

 

Index Terms: adaptive exon predictor, disorders, 

deoxyribonucleic acid, exon fragments, three base periodicity 

.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Finding the exon sections in DNA is an intense part of 

research in bio-informatics.Actual tracing of such 

sectionsstands critical to find health disorders along with 

drug design.Fragments those remain responsible also those 

not involved in protein coding are part of DNA [1]. In the 

area of bio-informatics, gene identification focuses on 

tracing the protein coding fragments. Learning of 

mainarrangement of protein coding segmentshelps to know 

abouttheir tertiary also ancillary structure. The sooner study 

related to whole protein structure is completed; entire health 

disorders can be found, design drugs and cure them.  
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Likewise, the investigations help to know about 

assessment of phylogenic trees [2]-[3]. Whole living beings 

were classified depending on the elementary structure of 

molecules. 

These are prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Coding segments in 

prokaryotic cells are continuous and long; instances include 

archaea and bacteria. Arrangement of coding segments in 

genes is alienated by lengthy non-protein coding sections of 

eukaryotes. Coding regions responsible for protein synthesis 

are exons, while rest of segments is introns. Whole living 

beings excluding archaea and bacteria remain fall under this 

classification. The coding sections in eukaryotes of human 

beings comprise only around 3 % of gene sequence whereas 

introns comprise the rest of 97%. Therefore, locating the  

protein coding segments in a gene sequence is a significant 

job [4]-[5]. Three base periodicity (TBP) is pragmatic in 

relatively all gene sequences. A sharp peak is clearly shown 

in power spectral density (PSD) at frequency f1=1/3 [6].  

Abundantmethodsfrom literature to trace pretein coding 

fragmentsbased on manytechniques related to signal 

processing are discussed in [7] – [11]. Nevertheless, in real 

time, DNA sequence length is too long alsoexon fragments 

place alters insidediverse sequences. Techniques that follow 

adaptive strategyare used in more number of 

iterationsthrumodifying coefficients of weight depending on 

itsnumericalbehavior [12]. Different AEPs are derived using 

such techniques. LMS is widely used as it is simple and 

more easiness for implementation. This facestechnical 

hitchesfor instance poor convergence, weight drift, and 

noise amplification of gradient [13]. Subsequently, 

normalization concept is used in current work. Data 

normalized version of LMS is normalized LMS (NLMS) 

technique. This unravelshindrancesrelated toLMSpresents 

good ability of exon trackingaccompanied by convergence 

rate and also minimizesexcess mean square error (EMSE) in 

exon position identification. Complexity involved in 

computations for an adaptive strategy is a critical aspect 

explicitly for sequences of larger lengthson account of 

overlap of samples provided to AEP. Problems alike Inter 

symbol interference (ISI) furthermoreinexactnessin tracing 

exon fragments. Besides, complexity is high with respect to 

computations results in larger size of circuitry to implement 

AEP on nano device or VLSI circuit.So, presented adaptive 

methodswith sign function were usedso as to minimize 

operations related to number of multiplications. The three 

signum based simplified algorithms involves signed 

regressor (SRA), signed error (SEA) also signed signed 

algorithms (SSA) are combined with MNLMS algorithm.  
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With normalization, higher length of the tap is minimized to 

one, using an approach termed as maximum normalization 

neverthelessof length of the tap. Depending on maximum 

normalized forms of MNLMS algorithm, several AEPs were 

developed also they are analyzed by actual DNA of National 

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) gene bank 

[14]. Hybrid versions obtained includesmaximum modified 

normalized signed regressor LMS (MMNSRLMS),  

maximum  odifiednormalized signed error LMS 

(MMNSLMS) also maximum modified normalized signed 

signed LMS (MMNSSLMS) techniques. Differentmetrics 

such as complexity in computations, rate of convergence 

plots, precision (pr), specificity (sp), and sensitivity (sn) 

were consideredto verify many AEPs. Results of AEPs, 

theory of adaptive techniques, and discussion with respect 

toseveral AEPs performance are deliberated in succeeding 

sections.  

II. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS FOR EXON IDENTIFICATION 

Translation of alphabetic DNAintonumerical form is a first 

step of proposed AEP remainscriticalas adaptive methods 

areapt only for numerical or discrete signals. At the moment, 

voss representation is presented for this purpose. With this 

representation, nucleotide presence isrepresented as 1 and 

absence as 0is explained in [12]. Converted sequence now 

becomes apt to give as AEP input. Consider AEP with X(n) 

as input DNA, M(n) as numeric mapped signal, D(n) as 

reference TBP signal, O(n) as output attained from adaptive 

technique also E(n) as signal of feedback for weight 

updating of adaptive technique and length of filter as ‘L’. 

Expression along with study of LMS was explained in [13]. 

Block representation of an AEP is depicted in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Block illustration of AEP. 

 

The expression for mass updation of LMS adaptive 

technique is stated as 

 

                                                
 

Adaptive techniques exhibit less complexity in 

computations in exon identification applications makes them 

suitable for developing nano devices. Such reduced value is 

probable by applying clipping to input information 

otherwise signal of feedback or both. Techniques for 

clipping of error or data demonstrated in [13]. The signum 

representation is given below: - 

 

            

        

        

         

 (2) 

SRA, SA and SSA adaptive techniques are used for 

minimizing complexity in computations than LMS. LMS 

has added computational complexity than proposed 

techniques. SRA remains derived using LMS recursion thru 

change of tap input vector. X(n) is replaced by means of the 

vector sign[X(n)]. 

 

Mass update expression for SRLMS algorithm remains 

represented as 

                                               
Mass renovate relation for SLMS algorithm is 

                                                  
Similarly, mass revise expression for SSLMS algorithm 

derived via applying sign function to X(n), E(n) as 

                                            
To overwhelm gradient noise problem of LMS, 

normalized form of LMS creates a own problem, 

namely small input tap vector. Numerical problems may 

rise due to which then we have to partition by a little 

amount of the squared norm. In order to overcome this 

problem, we change the above recursion by inducing a 

small positive constant   . This parameter   eludes less 

value from divisor with larger size of step.  

The step size parameter can be expressed to be,  

     
 

           
                                                   

 

where      is normalized size of step having 0 < < 2. 

Alternating S of LMS vector for weight renovate 

expression with S(n) tends to DNLMS stated as 

            
 

           
                  

In DNLMS, error reduces and multiply computations 

increases due to squared value of X(n) in the divisor 

thereby rate of convergence is faster. To minimize 

complexity in computations, MNLMS is used.  

MNLMS is mathematically represented as, 

            
   

           
               

where q = diag {Q} and Q = {1 if x > xmax}. The term 

q will be either zero or one, based on the value of x. In 

case the value of x is higher compared to the threshold 

value, then the q will be set to one otherwise it is set to 

zero, thus reducing the entire numerator to zero and 

number of calculations reduces. Here, signed forms of 

MNLMS are considered for this purpose. Also, all 

proposed AEPs offers precise tracing of protein coding 

fragments and better convergence. Hence, to reduce the 

computational complexity of MNLMS algorithm, 

maximum forms of MNLMS along with sign based 

algorithms were derived. The hybrid versions are 

named as MMNSRLMS, MMNSLMS and 

MMNSSLMS algorithms.  

The mass renovate equations of MMNSRLMS, 

MMNSLMS added to MMNSSLMS algorithms are 

numerically expressed as, 
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Hence, finally the algorithms to develop four 

AEPs are chosen also compared to LMS. 

Computational complexities of projected AEPs along 

with LMS were shown in Table III.  

Convergence plots for modified normalized 

algorithms are shown in Figure 3.  From Figure 3, all 

proposed modified normalized adaptive algorithms 

have a faster convergence rate than LMS and other 

AEPs. Hence, among thealgorithms considered for the 

implementation of AEPs, the MMNSRLMS based AEP 

is considered to be better, with respect to convergence 

characteristics and complexity in computations 

compared to other normalized algorithms.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Here, several AEPs were compared also analyzed for 

performance. Figure 1 presents block illustration of AEP. 

Modified normalized LMS algorithm and its sign forms are 

used to derive different AEPs. AEP using LMS also derived 

for comparison. Five sequences of DNA with description 

shown in Table I were used from NCBI databank for 

analysis [14]. The theory and expressions of performance 

measures like sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp) also precision 

(Pr) parameters are given in [11]. PSD plots along with 

metrics like Sn, Sp and Pr on values of threshold as of 0.4 to 

0.9 thru interval of 0.05 with sequence 5 were depicted in 

Figure 2. Identification of exon fragment is better at 0.8 

threshold value. Therefore values of measures at 0.8 are 

presented in Table II. 

 

Steps for adaptive exon prediction were as follows:  

 

1. Choose DNA sequences from data base [14]. Using 

Voss numeric representation, transform DNA 

sequence to binary data.  

2. Give transformed numeric input to AEP shown in 

Figure 1.  

3. A reference signal that confirms TBP property is 

given to the AEP. 

4. A signal for feedback as depicted in Figure 1 is 

produced is used for filter co-efficient updating.  

5. When feedback signal becomes minimum, the 

adaptive algorithm predicts location of coding 

region sequence accurately.  

6. Location of exons is plotted using PSD also metrics 

Sn, Sp and Pr were derived.  

 

Figure 2 depicts the traced protein coding fragments using 

different AEPs. LMS based AEP not identified exon 

fragments precisely with some ambiguities by tracing few 

intron regions, which was evident from Figure 2. 

In Figure 2 (a) few undesirable peaks were recognized at 

positions 1200
th

, 2300
th

 and 3500
th

 values of samples 

without tracing actual exon location 3934-4581. In the case 

of modified normalized variants, the MMNLMS, 

MMNSRLMS and MMNSSLMS algorithms exactly 

predicted protein coding fragment at 3934-4581 thru high 

intensity on PSD plot. These PSDs are shown in Figure 2 

(b), (c) and (d). Because of normalization exon finding 

ability is better compared to LMS algorithm. 

Therefore, based on computational complexity, convergence 

characteristics, exon prediction plots, Sn, Sp and Pr 

calculations, AEP using MMNSRLMS is a better choice in 

real time applications. Lower computational complexity 

leads to simplified architecture for lab on chip (LOC) and 

system on chip (SOC) applications.  

 

 
Figure 2: PSD with the location of exon (3934-4581) for a 

DNA sequence of accession AF009962 predicted using 

various AEPs, (a). AEP using LMS, (b). MMNLMS based 

AEP, (c). MMNSRLMS based AEP, (d). MMNSLMS based 

AEP, (e). MMNSSLMS based AEP 

 

Table I. Dataset of DNA sequences from NCBI database. 

Seq. 

No. 

Accession 

No. 

Sequence Definition 

1 

E15270.1 Human gene for 

osteoclastogenesis 

inhibitory factor (OCIF) 

gene 

2 X77471.1 Homo sapiens human 

tyrosine 

aminotransferase(tat) 

gene 

3 AB035346.2 Homo sapiens T-cell 

leukemia/lymphoma 

6(TCL6) gene 

4 AJ225085.1 Homo sapiens Fanconi 

anemia group A(FAA) 

gene 

5 AF009962 Homo sapiens CC-

chemokine receptor 

(CCR-5) gene 

https://www.openaccess.nl/en/open-publications
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Figure 3: PSD with the location of exon (3934-4581) for a 

DNA sequence 

 

Table II. Performance measures of various modified 

normalized based AEPs with respect to Sn, Sp and Pr 

calculations. 

 
Seq. 

No. 
Parameter LMS 

MMN 

LMS 

MMN 

SRLMS 

MMN 

SLMS 

MMN 

SSLMS 

1 

Sn 0.6481 0.7292 0.7087 0.6846 0.6702 

Sp 0.6518 0.7382 0.7123 0.6965 0.6812 

Pr 0.5904 0.7264 0.7052 0.6856 0.6723 

2 

Sn 0.6286 0.7391 0.7056 0.6832 0.6718 

Sp 0.6435 0.7385 0.7143 0.6976 0.6811 

Pr 0.5922 0.7263 0.7142 0.6957 0.6806 

3 

Sn 0.6384 0.7292 0.7087 0.6846 0.6702 

Sp 0.6628 0.7382 0.7123 0.6965 0.6812 

Pr 0.5894 0.7264 0.7052 0.6856 0.6723 

4 

Sn 0.6457 0.7238 0.7157 0.6974 0.6814 

Sp 0.6587 0.7391 0.7056 0.6832 0.6718 

Pr 0.5934 0.7385 0.7143 0.6976 0.6811 

5 

Sn 0.6273 0.7645 0.7336 0.7035 0.6857 

Sp 0.6405 0.7524 0.7235 0.6989 0.6797 

Pr 0.5858 0.7537 0.7241 0.7075 0.6886 

 

Table III. Computational complexities of proposed AEPs 

S.No. Algorithm 
Multiplicat

ions 

1 LMS T+1 

2 
MMN 

LMS 
T+3 

3 
MMN 

SRLMS 
3 

4 
MMN 

SLMS 
T+2 

5 
MMN 

SSLMS 
3 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In current work, we have addressed key problem of tracing 

exon fragments of DNA which has several applications in 

modern health care technology. Here, we considered 

adaptive exon prediction technique. For this, data 

normalization adaptive algorithms are considered. In order 

to lower complexity in computations, we introduced the 

concept of modified data normalization. To further 

minimize computational complexity, sign based variants of 

MMNLMS are used. Resulting hybrid variants are 

MMNSRLMS, MMNSLMS also MMNSSLMS algorithms. 

Thus, four AEPs were derived also verified with actual 

DNA sequences obtained using NCBI databank. Based on 

computational complexity shown in Table III and 

convergence characteristics shown in Figure 3, it is clear 

that AEP derived using MMNSRLMS remains better in 

applications related to exon identification. This is also clear 

from performance metrics in Table II also plots of PSD for 

predicted exon shown in Figure 2.  Therefore, AEP using 

MMNSRLMS is suitable for genomic applications in real 

time for the development of LOCs, SOCs and nano devices.  
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